The church takes on the nature of a “Spirit-filled Fellowship” only as those members who make up that fellowship become Spirit-filled men and women. Thus our subject is individually and intimately personal. Each one of us who has a part in making the church what it ought to be, for Christ’s sake, must find himself in the process of personal analysis, searching his own soul, and personally exploring the Spirit’s presence and power.

The office of the Holy Spirit is a many faceted one, reflecting from the Spirit-filled life the very glory of the Godhead. See then what the acceptance of the Spirit can do in your individual life and in the life of the fellowship of which you are a vital part. Our Seventh Day Baptist Statement of Belief declares: “We believe in the Holy Spirit, the indwelling God, the Inspirer of Scripture; the Comforter, active in the hearts and lives and minds of men, who reproves of sin, instructs in righteousness, and empowers for witnessing and service.”

The Holy Spirit is the spirit of Christian reconciliation.

Jesus expresses it through the inspiration of the beloved disciple in these words: “He shall reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness and of judgment.” It is the pressure of the Holy Spirit on the individual life that brings him to the realization that “all have sinned and come short of the glory of God,” and that he is one among many standing in condemnation, and thus in need of the message of reconciliation. It is by illumination of the Spirit that each one feels either remorse for evil done, or a sense of well-being for good accomplished, and so receives instruction in righteousness. It is the Holy Spirit who convinces of judgment for sins confessed and unforgiven, and so has an active part in the drawing power of the cross of Christ.

The Holy Spirit is the spirit of Christian truth!

He is the Inspirer of Scripture not only for those men, chosen instruments of God in recording the truth found in the Scripture, but also the Inspirer for every one of us in our search of truth as we study the Holy Writ. He is the Divine Source from which we receive our understanding of what is right and wrong, and also the power given unto us in choosing the best and rejecting the evil. A spirit of permissiveness is rampant in our world today, not only undermining our code of Christian conduct, but threatening our very faith. It is the prodding of the Spirit which warns of the dangers of disobedience to the revealed will of God. We are encouraged by the Scriptures to “test the spirits” to see whether they are of God, and it is the Holy Spirit who speaks through the Word: “Hereby know ye the Spirit of God: Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God.”

(Continued on page 14)
Studying Stewardship—And the Sabbath

Probably every denomination has promoted studies of stewardship among its members. One reason so is that it is related to basic biblical faith. Christians should seek to know what the teaching of the Bible is on every aspect of faith and practice. A second reason that leaders promote stewardship studies is that they have the responsibility of raising the money needed to carry on denominational work. A stewardship emphasis brings in money on a higher percentage basis. The first reason is, of course, the best.

There is a parallel between tithing and Sabbathkeeping. Seventh Day Baptists study and promote the Sabbath as a Biblical principal. It is part of the revealed will of God that we should devote to God that day of the week that He sanctified at creation. Some religious leaders do not emphasize the sacredness of a given day. Religious leaders do not emphasize the sacredness of a given day. This would think that they did not even observe one day to be more sacred than another. However, in order to have a smoothly functioning church and a stewardship emphasis, doing the will of God is the better one.

Tithing is basic.

Tithing to be an integral part of the Christian's role in the material world. The Biblical truths bearing on the Christian's relationship to the Old Testament legalistic tithe, all agreed that a Christian's giving under grace, should exceed giving under the law.

Jerry Horner, professor of New Testament at Southwestern Baptist College, Bolivar, Mo., stated, "The New Testament nowhere tells us to give less than a tenth tithe, while taking care to avoid a legalistic system, we should beware less we fall into a reckless and haphazard system. Christ did not die on the cross to give a percentage of ten percent, and the word 'grace' is not a cloak of covetousness to do less instead of more," Horner said.

Franklin Paschall, pastor of First Baptist Church, Nashville, pointed out that tithing is currently a controversial issue in religious circles. "There are those who declare tithing to be an integral part of the Christian life and required of every Christian. There are others who reject tithing as being Old Testament legalism that leads to a self-righteousness of spirit in the one practicing the tithe."

Wester concluded that tithing can be presented from the Biblical message as being a spiritual exercise that honors God and reflects the basic act of worship that declares the greatness of God and the work of a man when he is obedient to Him," he said.

The Southern Baptist Stewardship Commission in setting up the conference has stimulated further thinking on stewardship and the related subject of the Sabbath.

Of Butterflies and Moths

Most of us are quite earthbound most of the time and do not stop to ponder the marvels of human flight or how man has copied from the heavy birds and the fluttering moths.

Taking off recently from Newark Airport in one of the now common jets I found myself marveling that such a heavy plane with so little wingspan and two such inconsiderable jet engines could lift off the ground so quickly and apparently at such a slow speed. Engineers have learned to come close to the efficiency of the birds who, incidentally, didn't have to study aerodynamics when they used the equipment given them by the Creator and almost instinctively mastered the principles of heavier-than-air flight and maneuverability.

The Bible calls us to behold the fowls of the air and how God takes care of them. Not a sparrow falls to the earth without the personal knowl-

---

The Sabbath Recorder (May 22, 1971)
The Bible is a book that tells the story of the ultimate victory of God's kingdom. Anybody can write history, but they die with it. The Bible is a book that tells the story of the ultimate victory of God's kingdom. It would be wonderful if we would do as the Lord has commanded in the Bible to serve the Lord by doing good to others. The Lord has learned to use more of God's gifts than are available to birds and moths. It cannot store more fuel and burn it faster. Our pilot apologizes for making only 450 miles per hour because of the head wind. Whether it's birds or jets flight is still by the provision and by the grace of God.

Our Prayer Center

Pray for:
1. The leaders of our many Vacation Bible Schools, that they may prepare well for the schools soon to open and that they may lead the children closer to Christ.
2. The young people who have caught a vision of serving the Lord by personal evangelism, that their zeal and ability may steadily grow.
3. The many people who are interested in becoming Seventh Day Baptists but who are not close to any of our churches.
4. The ministers who are trying to serve their Lord and their people and are seeking for better ways and wiser use of time.

Church-State Separation Grows

Though the crisis is not fully past, there is a definite turning of the tide in favor of strict separation of church and state, according to Glenn L. Archer, who writes: "While the challenge to separation of church and state in this country has by no means been dissipated, the tide has now definitely turned in favor of the separatists. The last four lawsuits dealing with the constitutionality of government grants to sectarian schools have all resulted in decisions against any such use of public funds. The cases are:

Montana: Chambers v. School District No. 10
Rhode Island: DiCenso v. Robinson
Connecticut: Johnson v. Sanders
New Jersey: Neegers v. Cilento

All these cases were decided this year.

"Maybe four swallows do not make a spring, but this certainly doesn't look like winter. When we recall the overwhelming defeats of state aid to parochial schools by popular referenda in Michigan and Nebraska; the rejection of such legislation in thirty state legislatures; and the unanimous opinion of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on this subject, we have further impressive evidence. To be sure, there are enough to test the sinews of patriots; but there are also victories to hearten the valiant."

—John Bisagno at a National Bible Conference
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greater emphasis throughout the week than the Word. Men faced with congregational and social responsibilities wanted to discuss how they could better do their work. There was considerable emphasis on the social aspects of Christian work, but not much on such subjects as race relations.

The visiting lecturer who was present for two days was Dr. Samuel E. Kidd, executive director of the Michigan State Council of Churches, one of the few Lutheran clergymen in such positions. His three lectures, followed by discussions, were on “The Congregation in Mission.” He brought a thoughtful analysis of the situation fortified by experience in forty countries of the world. He cited a number of countries (like Japan) where the percentage of Christians is still small, but where even leading non-Christians state that the future quality of life in those countries is dependent on Christian mission. He pointed out that there is much evidence to show that the gospel is self-establishing just as the world is self-destroying. There are, however, some darker sides to the world picture of a growing Christianizing process.

The key thought of much of Dr. Kidd’s presentation was that the church is in tension, various kinds of tension, which keeps it on its toes seeking a balance that will be right. For instance, there is the tension of inclusiveness and exclusiveness—particularly on the mission fields.

The second lecture of Dr. Kidd dealt with a subject later discussed frankly in pastors’ libraries. He gave a thoughtful analysis of the many-faceted ecumenical idea, making his listeners stop and consider the aims and goals of different kinds of ecumenism. Some agencies are inward directed and some outward. The efforts to unite denominations are much more inward than outward directed. Other agencies are directed outward toward the whole world as those that seek united effort on some social mission. This can be so broad that its inclusive membership precludes any proclamation of the gospel—which is the primary mission of the church.

A third focus was called “inward-outward directed.” Certain agencies try to be bifocal, serving both the interests of the church and society. What we need to determine is whether we are seeking union for the sake of union or for service. He drew an interesting distinction between mission and service. Mission implies proclamation of the message. Service may be entirely without message. However, service can be performed as mission, because we have a mission. To state it in Biblical terms, whatever we do of service to man is done because we are Christians and in the name of Christ.

A third lecture dealt with the church as community. Churches are beginning to learn, he pointed out, that community is not contiguity any more. It is having like interests rather than living close to a central building. Community is involvement, according to this meaning. Seventh Day Baptists, he pointed out, are more than others and should discover how they can bind together those of like interests and faith who may be widely separated. One expression used by the lecturer was painfully descriptive of Seventh Day Baptists, as well as some others. “There is a satisfaction out of starting that keeps us from going.”

One cannot easily convey in a brief article all that took place in a week of meetings and discussions between meetings. The pastors who participated will show in their ministry some of what they get out of this cherished experience. The boards and agencies and the general secretary shared plans and program from day to day and demonstrated the effective use of audio-visual techniques. One new thing was the constant display of a large variety of thoughtful and helpful books (including study books) provided for sale purposes by a Christian book store in a neighboring city. Books were read on free time and books were bought to enrich the pastors’ libraries.

The Riverside church has just celebrated its Diamond Jubilee; it has been in existence seventy-five years. During 1970, the membership stopped to look back, to evaluate the present, and to look forward with, we believe, increased dedication.

Much that is true of this church might be said of many in our denomination. We started as a small group, grew slowly, but steadily, strove to be aware of God’s plan for us, and sought to serve Him by serving others wherever opportunity presented.

Probably most of the spiritual growth of our congregation now led by the Rev. C. Rex Burdick as pastor comes in the regular weekly worship and study services, and in the year-in, year-out events of the church calendar. These routines are not spectacular, but they are of prime importance, for they build our stability and depth.

This church has always had a deep interest in missions—both at home and abroad. Former members of our congregation presently serve as missionaries, pastors, and as teachers or officials in Christian institutions. We follow them with our prayers.

We have worked through the Pacific Coast Association through the years. The past few years have been particularly rewarding as we have seen the Seattle church organized, and have helped with its support. Several of our families moved to that area to lend their help. This has led to a decrease in our attendance and has curtailed some of our activities, but we are glad that we are privileged to make this contribution to the new church.

The year 1970 saw our thirty-seventh summer camping season at Pacific Pine Camp. In these years the program has grown from one session for young people to four camps for primary to senior age groups, plus an all-church camp over Labor Day weekend. This effort absorbs much of our time, money, and energy, but we feel that it is a truly evangelistic outreach, since we contact many not of our denominational group, and many who are unchurched, and for whom this is perhaps their only exposure to the gospel.

We touch the lives of from 150-200 children and young people each year. Our facilities are also made available to other groups for their camps and retreats, the year round.

We have long realized that one weak-
Let the Good News Be Heard

Some Comments on "Good News for Modern Man"
the New Testament in Today's English Version

By Laton E. Holmgren

Recently a copy of "Good News for Modern Man," the New Testament in Today's English Version, was buried in a Concord, North Carolina, churchyard. A crown was set upon its grave and a sign which read: "Here lies TEV." The preacher who conducted the funeral said, "I believe that this TEV is the masterpiece of the devil." A photographer took a picture and the happening received nationwide publicity.

An Old Story

Although many would avoid this kind of sensationalism, some thoughtful objections to specific renderings in the Today's English Version are being raised. This is to be expected because every new translation of the Bible has met with opposition and had its share of critics. The great John Wycliffe, who translated the complete Bible into English was known among his detractors by such names as "Doctor Wicked Believer" and "Devil's Instrument." Persecution against his work was so bitter that in 1428, forty-four years after his death, his bones were dug up and burned by order of the Council of Constance. A little more than one hundred years later, William Tyndale, whose monumental work was the basis for the King James Version, was seized by ecclesiastical agents and, after trial and imprisonment for sixteen months, was strangled and burned at the stake for translating the Scriptures without proper authorization. A clergyman in London in 1611 attacked the Geneva Bible as denying the divinity and messiahship of Jesus Christ. This version was preferred by the Pilgrims when they came to America rather than the recently published King James Version which went through fifty stormy years before it received widespread acceptance.

Designed for Evangelism

Most people engaged in Bible burning these days, but many do ask, "Why can't people leave the Bible alone? Why must they put out new editions? I like the Bible the way it always has been." This is the normal reaction of many of us who know and love the older versions. So the American Bible Society, for the purposes of evangelism gave to a few of its members and friends have raised this kind of objection to "Good News for Modern Man," the New Testament in Today's English Version. This is probably because so many members of the Bible Society family are engaged in evangelism and are trying to reach the vast numbers of nonreaders of the Bible. Those who are trying to reach the nonreaders also know from experience, which is supported by Christian history, that where the Bible is given to the people in a language they easily understand, it has a miraculous redemptive quality which captures a person's attention and life. There can be no doubt of the effectiveness of "Good News for Modern Man," in performing the purpose for which it was intended - to reach a growing number of people with the good news about Jesus Christ, the Savior of the world.

True to the Text

Some facts about this new translation are of interest. First, the New Testament in Today's English Version was published only after it was carefully reviewed and approved by the Translations Committee of the American Bible Society which is composed of pastors, teachers, and Biblical scholars belonging to many denominations. A second edition including scores of changes was published in October 1967, and a third edition early in 1971. Second, it should be remembered that Today's English Version is based on the most accurate Greek text available. The Greek New Testament published by the United Bible Societies in 1966. For this reason it differs in many places from earlier versions. The discovery and publication of older and better Greek manuscripts enable Biblical scholars today to determine with a much greater degree of accuracy and certainty the original Greek text of the New Testament.

Third, a careful reader will show that Today's English Version does not dilute or deny any of the great truths of the New Testament, but only makes them easier for the reader to understand. The difference between the meaning between Today's English Version and more formal translation is that the American Bible Society's TEV translates the Greek into what it believes to be a "common language" translation which means that it expresses the meaning of the original text in the style and vocabulary of the English language as it is ordinarily used today for common purposes. The ABS/TEV New Testament does not try to reproduce the formal features of the ancient language, but seeks to express the meaning of the original naturally and idiomatically in standard English in such a way as to make it clear and understandable to all who read and speak the language regardless of the level of their formal education.

Some Great Words

Those who use the Scriptures in evangelism know the frustration of having a potential new reader become confused and disheartened by trying to understand such expressions as "the righteousness of God." Christian workers now rejoice in a New Testament which makes this difficult-to-understand expression read, "God's way of putting men right with himself." In Today's English Version, reconciliation becomes "God makes up for the wrong done by the Messiah's people," (Romans 5:11) and saves the reader from the earlier version's " much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him."

The use of these clearer expressions of the truth of the gospel in no sense means that the TEV omits reference to the blood of Christ. In those passages where the context is such that the figureative and spiritual meaning of the word is clear, "blood" is used. For example, John 6:53-56 in which Jesus says "whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life" (TEV). Or, "and he made clean by his blood" (1 Peter 1:2 TEV). Or, "The Blood of Christ" (Romans 1:17 TEV).

The Blood of Christ

One of the principal objections voiced today about the English Version is with regard to the variations in the translation of the Greek word haima, which ordinarily is translated "blood." The TEV recognizes that the Greek word haima (as well as the Hebrew damn in the Old Testament) has the extended sense of violent death, which the English word "blood" does not have. So in some passages haima must be translated by "death" or its equivalent. The reader is certain more likely to understand Romans 5:9 when he reads "By his death we are put right with God; how much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him."

The use of these clearer expressions of the truth of the gospel in no sense means that the TEV omits reference to the blood of Christ. In those passages where the context is such that the figureative and spiritual meaning of the world is clear, "blood" is used. For example, John 6:53-56 in which Jesus says "whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life" (TEV). Or, "and he made clean by his blood" (1 Peter 1:2 TEV). Or, "The Blood of Christ" (Romans 1:17 TEV).
Jamaica — A New Look

It was a privilege to spend three weeks in Jamaica serving at the request of their Conference in the spring of this year. The facts of my visit and what I was called upon to do have already been given in my report to the board. There are other matters however I would like to share with you that are difficult to put in a regular report of that type.

The overall picture I feel is one of encouragement and progress. It seems that responsible action is being taken by the Conference and the other responsible agencies in the churches. In 1970 the action of the Conference to encourage local churches to call their own pastors and pay them directly was a radical step from the previous arrangement of having pastors serve circuits of churches, receiving their appointment through Conference. The action asked churches to consider this and follow through on it in the next five years. It seems that the time for this action was at hand for already in the months since that Conference action three-fifths of the pastors have been called and are paying directly their own pastors.

The remaining ones are small, struggling groups who find it difficult. These are being still served by their former pastors who are being subsidized in part by Conference. This would compare with our missionary pastor plan in America.

The action of Conference came about because there were more pastors available to serve the churches. Three years ago four young men took a special year's training and have completed their year of apprenticeship which was recognized at Conference last year as regular pastors. Since that time one has been called to ordination. In addition there were capable individuals in other instances who were called by their church to become their own pastors. Thus in Jamaica today there are twelve pastors—an all-time high.

Conference in 1970 also took action to establish a Commission on Ministerial Affairs. In doing this they divided the responsibilities of their former Planning Commission between COMA and the Conference Executive. One of the results of this has been to revise pastoral standards and encourage training on the part of pastors. Another aspect has been the planning of the first Ministers' Seminar which held its initial meetings prior to the 15th Annual Spring Retreat at Maiden Hall. Eight of the eleven pastors were in attendance along with one student from their visitor from America. The two days spent in study were most profitable.

The Spiritual Retreat also has changed somewhat so that in addition to the pastors and leaders of churches and one deacon from the church, they have encouraged churches to send delegates to the retreat. While not all churches were represented this year, some thirty-five were in attendance, including several young people. The activities for the four days were profitable to all. There seemed to be an openness and desire to learn, to understand, to share problems, and seek solutions.

Visiting most of the churches in Jamaica also gave me the opportunity to see improvements in the church buildings and in the island. Several new structures are under way, smaller buildings are being enlarged, and totally new buildings are planned or have been begun. The Conference builder, Deacon Johnson, continues to give most of his time to this ministry and it is resulting in sound construction and beautiful houses of worship.

The Crandall High School student body is maintained at around 130, the maximum for which they have room at the present time. Monthly meetings of the Crandall High School Board with Principal Wayne Crandall allow good communications and relationships and it seems that the work is moving forward well. The present staff of the school includes Principal Wayne Crandall, who in addition to his general work teaches communications and relationships and it seems that the work is moving forward well. The present staff of the school includes Principal Wayne Crandall, who in addition to his general work teaches science and other classes. The Standards Committee seems to be concerned about the Seventh Day Baptist students who make up around twenty-five percent of the student body. It appears that the quality of the student is higher than it has been in the past.

Committees were appointed to work on several things throughout the year. One of these is the special project of the school, which is the head, even Christ (Eph. 4:14, 15).

May 22, 1971

Good Sermon Themes

The pastor of the Riverside, Calif., church, the Rev. C. Rex Burdick, has started a series of sermons, "Toward a Deeper Commitment" with the topics suited to the church calendar. For those who cannot hear the sermons there may be some help in meditating on the topic and perhaps working out what you would want to say or do about commitment to Christ under these headings:

May 8 (Mother's Day) — "Committed to Christ" — "They that are of us shall go forth; and they that are of them shall go into captivity:" (Zechariah 12:10).

May 15 (Sabbath Renewal Day) — "Committed to Christ's Sabbath" — "The Son of man is Lord also of the sabbath" (Mark 2:28).

May 22 (Camp Staff Retreat) — "Committed to Christ's Service" — "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, ye have done it unto me" (Matthew 25:40).

May 29 (Memorial Day) — "Committed to Christian Stewardship" — "Ye pay tithe...this ye ought to have done" (Matt. 23:23).

June 5 (Committed to Christ in Prayer) — "Ask, and it shall be given unto you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you" (Matt. 7:7).

June 12 (Children's Day) — "Committed to Witness for Christ" — "Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in" (Luke 14:23).

June 19 (Graduate Honor Day) — "Committed to Christ in Vocation" — "Whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus" (Col. 3:17).

June 26 (Committed to Christ's Word) — "Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God" (Matt. 4:4).

July 3 (Independence Day) — "Committed to Christ in National Life" — "Render...unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that are God's" (Matt. 22:21).

July 17 (Committed to Growth in Christ) — "Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect" (Matt. 5:48).
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**CHRISTIAN EDUCATION—Sec. David S. Clarke**

**Audiovisual Equipment**

A special report in the center of the January-February 1971 *Spectrum* magazine gives valuable information for local church leaders on the purchase and use of sound and sight educational machines.

General principles and specific operations are clearly described. A basic selection is outlined in different price ranges. Characteristics of different kinds of films, tapes, and records are simply defined. Approximate prices are given for all items, including the brand names, serial numbers; and characteristics.

Gilbert Galloway, associate director of the National Methodist Board of Missions, in the field of "Education and Cultivation," prepared the special *Spectrum* report. Section titles are: A Basic Selection, Tape and Tape Equipment, Phonographs Systems, Projection Equipment, Screens, By-the-Way Equipment (tables and cords) and Video Tape Equipment. This entire issue of *Spectrum* has valuable stories of the church as a communica­tion for all interested in audiovisual aids. The films may be borrowed from the Board of Christian Education. Copies may be secured from *Spectrum*, Box 303, New York, New York 10027, at $1.00.

**Seeing Red in a Green World**

A series of youth filmstrips with sound was advertised in the *Sabbath Recorder* several months ago. None of the filmstrips has been borrowed up to the present. These are the gift of the Rev. Leslie Welch of Berea, W. Va., as noted in the former release. Now that two of the films are out, we will remind you of the series and the need for advance reservation.

The four-film series deals with attitudes and relationships of persons in light of the gospel. It is prepared for high school age discussion programs.

"Seeing Red in a Green World" deals with attitudes toward authority and responsibility; some practical situations where employer, police, teacher, or parents exert authority, the film dialogue points to different reactions which might be made.

A discussion section on this and each film of the series returns to three or four points in the dialogue to suggest questions for debate of values or problems.

"Our Eyes Play Tricks on Us," "Swing with Brothers and Sisters," and "How Do I Fit In" are others in this series.

At least three weeks in advance of show-date, if possible, send your order for these or other films in our catalog. Good use of audiovisuals dictates your previewing the film with its sound, your noting of features for discussion, your preparation of light, seating, and ventilation factors in the room where the film will be shown, and your preparation of equipment.

Training of youth in projecting educational films can be a valuable experience for anyone who has an interest in his or her needs of a group, the intent and individuality of the producer. School-trained projectionists can greatly help in church showings, and learn additional techniques projectionists can greatly help in church showings, and learn additional techniques.

**Women's Forum**

It is just one woman's opinion, your editor's, that the answers which come in to the forum reflect the true spirituality and beautiful lives of our women.

From Esther Williams, North Lorp, Nebr.

The special concerns of Mrs. Clapper in the two letters that follow is "It seems very important and I think they should be studied by our Women's Societies along with the spiritual lessons."

One solution, besides study of these concerns, is that women need to choose how to use their time. Too many clubs and school functions and similar activities demand too much time.

A Christian's choice should be measured by (a) serving Christ's cause; (b) helping to uplift people.

From Fay Bond, high school senior,
Dodge Center

I feel the only problem in the whole world is separation from God or, in other words, sin. I feel that every problem is either directly or indirectly caused by lack of God.

From Dolly J. Appel, Stonefort, Ill.
comes this beautiful prayer:

Dear Lord, enable me to regulate this day so as to please Thee. Give me spiritual insight to discover what is Thy will for me today in all the relations of my life. Guide my pursuits, my friendships, my reading, and all my Christian work. Do not let there be an hour or a day in which I have not consciously been doing Thy will and following Thee wholly.

—Theona Andersen
Johnstown, Nebr. 69214

Notes on the Riverside Church
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**MAY 22, 1971**
Today's English Version which is said by some to omit "any reference to the Virgin Birth")

Good News for All

The New Testament in Today's English Version has been prepared and published by men of rare competence and deep commitment to the cause of Christ. Since its publication in 1966, an average of 5 million copies have been distributed annually throughout the world for a total of almost 25 million. The testimonies of those who have received and read this written word indicate beyond doubt that God is using it to lead men to a saving knowledge of the living Word, our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. For this reason, we urge all men everywhere who love the Lord to help make possible the wider distribution of this wonderful Word. Let the good news be heard!

City of God Citizenship Vote

Our Father, who art provident throughout the cosmos, may we find new grace to You:—deaconess of Your title, accession of Your regime, execution of Your intent. As its execution is manifest in cosmosmancy, —proverbially provident, day in, day out, so be it also in Our Communion economy, on Earth, here and now.—This day, give us our daily bread to share, and acquit us of our indebtedness, as we each acquit our debtors, and do not induct us into trial, but spare us from penal recourse. For us, now is Your regime, the sway of Your power, the provision of Your thought, throughout the earth. Amen.

Meditation on a familiar theme,
—Gerald Landry
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Theology of Ecology

Calling the ecological crisis “the most important and controversial social issue we face today,” a Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission staff member urged churches to develop a theology of ecology and a practice stewardship of power to correct abuses of the environment.

During a lecture-dialogue at Golden Gate Baptist Theological Seminary, Harry N. Hollis Jr., urged action based on a theology of ecology drawn from Biblical teaching that God is Creator, that creation is good, that man should respond to God's creation with stewardship, that God will judge man for misusing the earth, that the whole creation is moving toward completion with a divine purpose, that God is redeemer, and that man must respond to creation and redemption with love.

Hollis quoted several experts in the field as predicting the possible extinction of mankind if something is not done soon about the pollution problem.

Ecology is controversial because it will involve the examination of such issues as “compulsory birth control, abortion and a shift in popularly held views of family life,” he said. It also will call for higher taxes and further modification of the free enterprise system to stop industrial pollution, and will lead to limiting the number of automobiles.

Hollis cited figures indicating it would cost $100 billion in the next five years to clean up the country. But the cost of pollution ultimately is greater than the cost of cleaning up the problem.

Men Working

At times, when driving along the highway, one sees signs saying, “Men Working.” And sometimes you also see the men working! Other times there is no sight of the men — just the sign.

But in contrast to this, as we go down the highways and byways of life, and as we follow the path of study of the Bible, we see over and over the sign, as it were, “God Working.” It may seem to some that He is not at work today, but He is. The signs are all around, if we but have the spiritual eyes to see them.

Jesus said, “My Father worketh ...” Let us trust and praise Him that He works today, and does all things well!

W. A. B.

Sabbath Renewal

O Lord our God, we praise Your name; You are from age to age the same; We seek from You Your holy way And pray that in our hearts You'll stay. To rest and worship on the day That ends the week is Your own way; For in the day which You did bless We find true worship and Your rest. The Sabbath law is one of ten That are the basic rules for men. While keeping Sabbath in Your name Help us to keep all ten the same. Through Sabbath rest which we observe May we be readied, Lord, to serve In whate'er way Your Spirit leads To follow Christ and meet man's needs. Resting, working, laughing, weeping, Serving, praying, Sabbathkeeping, May we ever learn Your call And dedicate to You our all.

John H. Camenga

Memorial Day impells us to pause again by the monuments raised by patriotic citizens to honor those who have given their lives for their country. This memorial, with the fluttering flag beside it, stands prominently in Battle Creek.